IV. ADOPTION UNDER MODERN HINDU LAW

HINDU ADOPTION AND MAINTENANCE ACT 1956

a) Extent and scope
b) Application
c) Overriding effect of the act
d) Adoption to be regulated by act
e) Requisites of a valid adoption
f) Capacity of a Male Hindu to take in adoption
g) Capacity of a Female Hindu to take in adoption
h) Persons capable of giving in adoption
i) Persons who may be adopted
   (1) Adoption of a son
   (2) Adoption of a daughter
j) Conditions for a valid adoption
k) Effect of adoption
l) Right of adoptive parents to dispose of their property
m) Determination of adoptive mother in certain cases.

n) Valid adoption not to be cancelled

o) Presumption as to registered documents relating to adoption

p) Prohibition of certain payments

GUARDIANSHIP OF A CHILD

a) Concept of Guardianship

b) Welfare of minor-Paramount consideration
V. ADOPTION UNDER MUSLIM LAW

a) Legitimacy and Acknowledgement
b) Defacto Guardian
c) Hizanat – Care and Control of the Child
d) Gurdianship and Custody under Muslim Law
e) Powers of Natural and Testamentary Guardians

VI. ADOPTION UNDER OTHER LAWS

a) Adoption amongst Christians
   (1) Adoption in India
   (2) Adoption in England
   (3) Adoption in Canada
   (4) Adoption in Australia
b) Adoption amongst Parsies
c) Adoption amongst Jews

VII. INTER-COUNTRY ADOPTIONS

a) Historical Background
b) Guidelines for Inter-country adoptions by Judicial Decisions
c) Adoption of Children Bill 1980
d) International Framework
   (1) Geneva Declaration of the rights of the child 1924
   (2) UN's Declaration of the rights of The child 1959
   (3) Convention on protection of children and cooperation in respect of inter-country adoptions 1993